
Divisions 1 up to 8 play 6 games preliminaries,

American style, 2 players per lane.

ELIMINATION FINAL TOP-4: where each step starts from a 0/zero score

SERIES SCHEDULE
1st WEEKEND for registration 2nd WEEKEND for registration 3rd WEEKEND for registration 3rd WEEKEND for registration

Saturday February 1, 2020 Saturday February 8, 2020 Thursday February 13, 2020 Saturday February 15, 2020

Reserve Series-1: 11.30 - 14.00 Series-4: 09.30 - 12.00 Reserve series-8: 17.30 - 20.00 Series-12: 08.30 - 11.00

Lane maintenance Lane maintenance

Series-5: 13.00 - 15.30 Series-13: 12.00 - 14.30

Friday February 14, 2020 Lane maintenance

Series-9: 10.30 - 13.00 Series-14: 15.30 - 18.00

Sunday February 2, 2020 Sunday February 9, 2020 Lane maintenance

Series-2: 09.30 - 12.00 Series-6: 09.30 - 12.00 Series-10: 14.00 - 16.30 Sunday February 16, 2020

Lane maintenance Lane maintenance Lane maintenance Finals

Series-3: 13.00 - 15.30 Series-7: 13.00 - 15.30 Series-11: 17.30 - 20.00 Starts 08.30

Divisions 1 up to 8 play one game 

Elimination Final.

American style,

4 players per lane pair

Start from scratch (0)

Lowest game will be 4th.

Divisions 1 up to 8 play one game 

Elimination Final.

American style,

3 players per lane pair

Start from scratch (0)

Lowest game will be 3th.

Divisions 1 up to 8 play best out 

three games Elimination Final.

American style,

2 players per lane pair

Start from scratch (0)

At most three games.

Finals Step 2 Finals Step 3 Finals Step 4Step 1

FORMAT PRELIMINARIES:

WWW.YET-NETHERLANDS.COMWWW.YET-NETHERLANDS.COM

Divisions 1 up to 8 play 4 games,

American style, 2 players per lane

50% of preliminaries with a maximum of 12 players will 

qualify for step 1.

Scores from the preliminary round (of division 1 bonus 

included) will be taken into step 1.

A division is only taking part in the Final Step 2, if 4 

athletes are qualified for the step.

A division is only taking part in the Final Step 3, if 3 

athletes are qualified for the step.

PLAY MODE FINALE:

YET TOURNAMENT

This tournament is part of the Youth Euro Trophy

 YET Netherlands Foundation organizes the:

20th BRUNSWICK OPEN INTERNATIONAL

up to 25 years of age (before September 1st 2019)

divided into eight divisions

SATURDAY 1 to SUNDAY, February 16 2020

Bowling Alley

powered by Valcke Group



The ENTRY FEE per person: CLASSIFICATION BOYS/GIRLS divisions 1 and 8 MIXED Age on September 1st 2019

ENTRY FEES

a) Prize money €

b) Lane fee €

c) Organizational costs €

d) Additional prize money €

e)

*

SERIES SCHEDULE
*

*

*

*

*

Exact schedule for the final will be announced during the tournament

FINALS DAY: SUNDAY FEBRUARY 16th 2020

START PRIZE CEREMONY AT THE LATEST AT 19.00 
END OF TOURNAMENT NOT LATER THAN 20.00

6 M 130 - 149,99 16 or younger 7 F

0

3 F

The classification by division and/or age is as follows: A player with an average 164 and 13 years old, will play in division 4 or 5 because it corresponds to his/her average, and so he/she  too has a 

challenge in the tournament.

A player of 16 years with an average of 123 is assigned to division 6 or 7, while division 8 is only accessible to players with this average if one is 14 years or younger.

A player of 17 years with an average of 143 is assigned to division 4 or 5, while division 6 and 7 is only accessible to players with this average if one is 16 years or younger.

Lane scheduling is determined by the organization.

We will endeavour to place all participants, who subscribed as a group, are placed together. Any special requests, within the possibilities described will be honoured wherever possible. Unfortunately 

despite all our efforts we will not be able to make everyone happy.

The series of the first three weekends are generally reserved for participants from the Netherlands and Belgium, while the series in the last weekend are reserved for players from other participating 

countries. Should there at the start of the tournament still places available in the series of the last weekend, the organization decides on any placement.

The above rule applies up to 1 week before the start of the tournament for Dutch and foreign participants who live within a radius of 250 kilometres. 

For available open spaces, after this date, everyone can enroll. 

After registration shifts to another series are no longer possible. If a registration is cancelled a new registration can not be re-registered.

Foreign participants living outside a radius of 250 km (155 Miles) from the bowling alley, are primarily playing on Friday February 14 and Saturday February 15 before the finals on Sunday Febrary 16 

2020. Other participants play in the remaining series.

130 - 149,99 16 or younger

8 Mixed < 129,99 14 or younger

2 M 170 - 189,99 21 or younger

GIRLS

7Mixed 190 > and up 24 or younger

150 - 169,99 21 or younger21 or younger 5 F 150 - 169,99 

170 - 189,99 21 or younger

RE-ENTRY

0,00

15,50

16,50

4,00

€ 4,00

€ 25,00

Fees NBF, ETBF and/or WTBA, 

YET INT.

DIVISION AGEAVERAGE DIVISION AVERAGE AGE

1

BONUS 

ENTRY € 40,00

4 M



PARTICIPATION
*

REGISTRATION
*

*

OPEN FINAL POSITIONS
*

*

*

*

* When resuming at a later time, a game that was not yet in the fourth or later frame is played again.

*

*

*

Open final positions are not being filled - NBF art. 528.

If in the case of an interrupted game(s), for example due to a technical failure, it is not possible to play or continue that/these game(s), they have to be played at a to be determined by the board date and 

time (in consultation with the bowling).

If the time limit is exceeded as a result of a lane breakdown or failures and the match can not be completed, the match must be completed at a later time. Determining of  this time is in the hands of the 

board of Foundation YET Netherlands in consultation with the bowling house.

This tournament is open to all members of youth bowling clubs with a bowling license which are registered with the Dutch Bowling Federation or are members of their National 

Association, WTBA pupils and/or junior status up to 25 years. (NBF rules 527 applies)
Article 527. Conditions for participation:

1. Participation in tournaments to which a NBF-sanction has been granted, is only permitted to members in possession of a valid, personal, bowling pass by the NBF issued and to members of foreign federations that are connected at the WTBA, in the possession of a valid 

proof of a membership at the WTBA connected bowling Federation and/or international bowling pass, and/or a valid game licence (letter of authorisation) 

3. The participation must also be refused to those who can not identify themselves in any way. The bowling pass referred to in Article 306 may serve as proof of identity.  4. The organization has the right to refuse registration of a player.

Participants are requested to present themselves for registration at the tournament desk at least half an hour before the start of their: series, steps 1 and 2. Players arriving late, will commence play at 

the frame in progress as directed by the tournament director. Previous missed frames will be given a zero (0) score.

PRESENCE

If there occurs at the beginning or during one of the series/finals a long term lane malfunction beyond control of the organisation, the organisation reserves the right to place up to 5 players on a lane 

pair.

CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND CONTROL

Ar�cle 528. Par�cipa�on in finals:

Par/cipa/on in a final event depends on the achieved score in one or more previous events and is permi1ed only to those players who have placed themselves by virtue of that scores directly to the final.

If a finalist is unable to participate in the final event , than his/her place shall not be taken by a player who was not originally placed as a finalist, unless explicitly stated in the tournament regulations that if a player 

before the start of the final withdraws, his/her place will be filled in the finals. 

LATE CANCELLATION - NO SHOW in a tournament after registration: 
If a cancellation of participation is received within a period of 30 days prior to the first day of or during a tournament, it will be considered as a late cancellation.

There are three types of late cancellations:

Type A: means that the organizer is notified by the athlete in the period of 30 days before the first day of the tournament until 8 days before the first day of the tournament

Type B: means that the organizer is notified by the athlete in the period of 7 days before the first day of the tournament until and including the last qualification day of the tournament, but before the 

qualification series in which the primary entry was ordered

Type C: is defined as a “No Show”, which means that an athlete fails to appear without having notified the organizer or if the athlete notifies the organizer after the start of the qualification series in 

which the primary entry was ordered

An athlete cannot, regardless the moment of cancellation, cancel a booking on behalf of another athlete, i.e. an athlete must cancel any booking in person.

An athlete cannot forward pre-ordered bookings to another athlete, since an athlete not coming is an athlete cancelling. Any athlete, not previously booked for series in a tournament, must be 

considered as a new athlete and will be positioned as the last signed up athlete in booked series. The only exception from this rule is in cases, where an organizer has accepted a group booking from a 

national team and the national team exchanges an athlete.
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Penalties for cancellation
Type A

The athlete receives 10 points deduction YET ranking season …....

The organizer may issue a penalty invoice to the athlete with an amount equal to half of the maximum fee for a primary entry

Type B

The organizer may issue a penalty invoice to the athlete with an amount equal to the maximum fee for a primary entry

Type C

The athlete receives 30 points deduction YET ranking season …....

If an athlete, without permission from the tournament management, leaves a qualification series or a final stage before he has completed all games in the series/stage (illegal pull out), all previous 

scores of the athlete will be counted as zero and the athlete cannot enter the tournament again at any later series or final stage.

In case of an illegal pull out, the athlete will receive a deduction of 10 YET international rankingpoints and the pull out will be reported to its own Federation and the YET international management.

In case of a legal pull out (permitted by the tournament management) the athlete is not permitted to participate in any of the other series to be played.

The athlete receives 20 points deduction YET ranking season …....

The organizer may issue a penalty invoice to the athlete with an amount equal to the maximum fee for a primary entry plus the maximum fee for a re-entry

Penalty invoices for late cancellation and no show
Penalty invoices for late cancellations must be issued by the organizer latest 7 days after the last day of the tournament.

If the full amount is received by the organizer latest 14 days after the invoice was issued, the organizer must notify the YET international management and all given penalty points for that tournament 

will be removed.

If an illness or injury is documented by a medical certificate the documentation is counted as full documentation, while a supporting letter from the YET international management is counted as partial 

documentation

In case of a full documentation the YET international management will remove the penalty points for the athlete in the specific tournament, while the YET-president might decide to remove the 

penalty points in case of a partial documentation

ATHLETES PULL OUTS

Athlete’s claims of an entry not ordered

An athlete can, through the YET international management and tournament organisation, for an entry in a tournament, where he is given penalty points, claim that he never applied for an entry

Such a claim must be received by the YET international management not later than 14 days after the tournament organisation was notified about the penalty points given

In that situation the organizer has the obligation to show proof in form of a filled in entry form, an email including the entry order or another kind of written documentation

In situations where an athlete claims that no entry was ordered and the tournament organizer is unable to document the order, the YET-president might decide to remove the penalty points given to 

the athlete in that specific tournament

Athlete’s claims of illness or injury

An athlete can, through the YET international management and tournament organisation, for a tournament where he is given penalty points, claim illness or injury as the reason for the cancellation

Such a claim must be received by the YET international management not later than 14 days after the tournament organisation was notified about the penalty points given

In that situation the athlete has the obligation to show documented evidence that illness or injury was the cause

If the full amount is not received by the organizer latest 14 days after the invoice was issued, it is the right of the organizer to notify the EBT management and the athlete will be given 1 additional 

penalty point.

Before submitting a list of athletes with penalty points to the YET international management, the organizer has the right to exclude athletes from the list, if the organizer has full documentation or at 

least a full confidence that illness or injury (in special occasions also other serious reasons) were the reason for the cancellations.
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REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT
*

CONFIRMATION OF REGISTRATION
*

RE-ENTRY

COACHING
Bowlers should indicate, at registration, whether they are using a trainer/coach. The trainer/coach must be certified. 

The Hummelink-YETJE Champion of Champions, who will be the overall champion and will be placed with his name on the Hummelink-YETJE Cup. The prize 

winner will recive a small replica. 

The Hummelink-YETJE Champions Championship will be played as a knockout competition with the winners out off every division.

The knockout is always in a "one ball roll" played with the lowest falling until the ultimate winner remains.

Playing style: Player division 8 starts and throws one ball, new set of pins, player division 7 throws one ball, new set of pins etc.  

After all players from each division (m/f) have thrown one ball the player with the lowest score falls. We start with the next round with now only 

seven players. We start again with the player of the remaining lowest division. So we will continue until the ultimate winner is known. 

He/she may call themselves Hummelink-YETJE Netherlands Champion for one year.

HUMMELINK-YETJE CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS

Participants should make this known at registration. During the tournament, re-entry is only possible if there is still space available in any of the series. For all National and International participants, 

the score of the entry and re-entry will be passed to the NBF.

Registration and payment for the tournament is CASH ONLY. The registration starts one hour before any series. Please pay the exact amount of money as change is not available.

All entries made through the website: www.yet-netherlands.com will automatically receive a confirmation of registration by e-mail. An attempt will be made to honour the wishes of the requested 

series. Not later than a week before the start of the tournament the format will be placed on the website.

All fees, entry and re-entry to be paid for on first registration. NO money will be returned if you decide not to bowl the re-entry.

If you have chosen to play a re-entry you have to mention this at registration, and pay in advance. If, after the first qualifying round, you decide not to play the re-entry, you will receive no refund. 



PRIZE PACKAGE
*

IS A BOWLING BALL WORTH € 200,-

THANKS TO THE MAIN SPONSOR & SUB SPONSORS

Prize package 2020: Sports prizes for the TOP 4 in each division.

 PRICE FOR THE FIRST 300 GAME

powered by Valcke Group



see you at our tournament se deg på vår-turnering видеть вас в нашем турнире

se dig i vår turnering

vous voir lors de notre tournoi sjáumst við á mótinu okkar Wir sehen Sie uns auf unserem Turnier

féach leat ag ár gcomórtas

se dig på vores turnering бачити вас в наших турніру chì mi thu aig ar farpais vi ses på vår turnering

narak fit-turnew tagħna nähdä sinut turnauksessamme tot ziens op ons toernooi redzēt tevi mūsu turnīrā

* *

*

OATH:

*

                                        OATH / FAIR PLAY / YET CHARTER

SANCTIONED

RULES ORGANISATION

FOR ALL QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION

E-mail to : inschrijvingen@yet-netherlands.com

TOURNAMENT RULES

The general playing and tournament rules of both the Dutch Bowling Federation 

(NBF Sporting Regulations) and ETBF will govern this tournament together with the 

following special YET International rules. 

The organisation is in the hands of the Foundation YET Netherlands, with support from 

bowling Nieuwegein employees and volunteers from all over the Netherlands and is 

played from Saturday February 1th to Sunday, February 16th, 2020

This tournament is sanctioned by the Dutch Bowling Federation: Sanction No. xxx, and European Tenpin Bowling Federation. 

TOURNAMENT INFORMATION

INFO & REFEREE TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR

Monica Koudstaal Louis van der Heijden

FOR ALL OTHER QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE TOURNAMENT

E-mail to : info@yet-netherlands.com

The tournament will be opened by taking a bowlers oath, which will be marked by good sportsman ship and fair play. This will be repeated at the weekend when our overseas 

participants start with their series. The oath will be taken by an athlete, parent, coach and organiser for all athletes, coaches, parents/guardians and organisers.



*

1. Enjoyment comes first, 2. I am going to use the lanes and approach in a proper way, 3. I watch my language, 4. I have respect for other people, 5. I set a good example.

* YET WELFARE CHARTER:

YET is an organization interested in the wellbeing of all participants. 

YET recognize the rights, dignity and self worth of every participant. 

YET Charter promotes all the positive aspects of our sport.

YET promotes bowling etiquette, fair play, respect, as well as, encouraging high standards of behavior and appearance at all times. 

YET strives to provide a safe and enjoyable place for participants to compete to their full potential.

YET Welfare Charter can not agree with intimidation, unsportsmanlike violation of the rules and/or the use of prohibited substances in any form whatsoever.

Should you feel any of the Charter is being violated, please speak with a member of the YET Committee for advice and/or help.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Transfer YET International ranking points expire if a placed player withdraws from the YET International regulations, the dres code, by the steps 1 to 4 and the award ceremony.

YET Ranking Points

LIABILITY

YET International ranking points: 6 games (in all divisions) of the highest played preliminary counts for the YET ranking.

Due to the rising costs for the organisation of the YET final in one of the participating countries, we are required to pay € 1.00 per participant to YET from the season 2019-2020, and 

these funds are included in the subscription fees.

Tournament organization, volunteers, players, coaches and trainers who are inside the players and/or coaching room are expected to do not use alcohol and tobacco during the series 

and finals to be played.

YET International ranking points are only awarded to bowlers under the age of 25 on 1 September of each calendar year.

It is not allowed to eat or drink in the players area.

It is the responsibility of the players, coaches, parents and / or supervisors to comply with the rules regarding the policy of Bowling House according to the consumption of self - 

supplied food and drinks, which is not allowed.

Players, coaches, parents/guardians are responsible for their equipment. Place the equipment in designated areas or out of the way of pathways. The organisation is not liable for the 

loss or damage to bowling equipment or related matters.

HIGH FIVE:
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* Age on September 1st 2019

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Bowlers should indicate, at registration, whether they are using a trainer/coach. The trainer/coach must be certified. 

It is others than players, and lane officials not permitted to be before and during the playing series and finals in the players area.

Players area is defined as the space from the beginning of the approach to and including the walkway behind the players room/-seating space.

Behind the walkway of the players room/-seating space there will be created at a distance of about 30 to 50 cm a coaching room for the coaching of players.

Extra space for coaches:

To gain access to this coaching space, the certified coach must: 

(a) have a bowler in action in one of the series or final steps,

(b) report to the tournament officials to receive a badge that must be visibly worn as long as the coach is in the coaching area. 

* The Hummelink-YETJE Champion of Champions. If two or more athletes, is scoring the same lowest pinfall in a round, these player will keep shooting until one is left back, where after 

the elimination race will continue.

In case of a tie in final step 1 to 3 there will be a ninth and tenth frame being played for the ranking. The highest score on these two frames entitles you to the higher position; this will 

continue until a decision is made, in accordance with the NBF line art. 218-1-2-3 paragraph c

If required any bowler could be asked to prove his/her age through passport/travel document or birth certificate.

For players who are exclusively members of the NBF, the average listed on the (digital) bowling license 2019-2020, is determinative. If no average is mentioned on the pass, an official 

statement must be presented, in which the average over at least 21 games is listed. This statement should not be older than a fortnight, the date of issue must be stated here.

For players who are members of the BBSF and/or the DBU and have previously participated in Dutch tournaments, the tournament averages are decisive for them as determined by 

the NBF for the 2018-2019 season. If they have no data from them, the average applies to the bowling pass of the federation concerned, provided that it is calculated over at least 21 

games. For players who are members of several federations, the highest pass average is used.

TIE

BOWLING LICENSE AND AVERAGE

PLAYING AREA - COACHING

All coaches who wish to receive a badge for the coaching room will send a passport photo to the tournament organization once at least two weeks before the start of the tournament. 

They register before the start of one of the series or final steps to the tournament officials where they can demonstrate their coaching training with a license or certificate for the 

following courses:

a. National (Coaching license: instructor, coach level A or B, or NBF 1, 2 or 3),

b. USBC Bronze, Silver or Gold,

c. ETBF level I, II or III

By agreement they receive a personalized badge that can be used throughout the tournament, this badge remains the property of the tournament organization and will be saved (with 

your permission) for the next tournament.

Coaches within the coaching room are expected to be dressed correctly.

Article 218. A tie preliminaries, step 1 and step 2:

1. If two or more players tie in a match, the order of these players is determined by total pin fall (scratch(bonus included)) that is achieved by these players in all games of this match.

2. The player with the highest last game (bonus included) is awarded the higher position.

A tie STEP 3: 3. If the rule referred to in the first paragraph does not help in decision, the final ranking can be determined as follows: c) equal finishers players play a ninth and tenth frame, and the highest score on these two frames entitles you 

to the higher position; foregoing as long, until a decision is reached.

In case of an ex-aequo after preliminaries, the player with the highest last game including bonus will progress on to the next step. If this turns out to be equal as well then the last 

game before that will be the decivise (and so on).

Players who want to play in a higher division should indicate this at registration. During the tournament, this is no longer possible. Players can only play one division higher.

If no annual bowling average of your National Federation can be shown at registration, the player plays in the highest division.
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CLOTHING / TELEPHONE / IPOD / TABLET / PHOTO / MOVIE / VIDEO / VIDEO WEBLOG (VLOG):

If the player left or right of the player left the approach, you must have completed your own throw within 30 seconds, in addition, atlethes are not allowed to use a two-

lane courtesy during their series and final steps.

NO UNNECESSARY DELAY DURING SERIES AND FINAL STEPS

OILPATERN, will be announced at the end of the first week of January 2020 on our website: 

www.yet-netherlands.com

This in accordance with the NBFsport regulation art. 224 paragraphs 1-3 and 225, paragraph 1-2 and art. 241 Sanctions.

FOOD AND DRINKS

CODE OF CONDUCT YET en NBF 

Code of Conduct YET and NBF applies to this tournament, see for information:

http://yet-international.com/index.php/rules.html

http://nbf.bowlen.nl/Voorleden/Statutenenreglementen.aspx

The clothing for players and coaches must always be in accordance with the tournament / competition regulations.

Wearing bowling garments in accordance with the YET International regulations is mandatory, during the entire tournament as well as with the award ceremony. If no response is 

given here, no ranking points can be awarded for any placement of the Grand Final YET International Tour.

Wearing denim clothing, jogging clothing, as well as wearing caps in any form whatsoever is not permitted. If you can not comply with this for medical/demonstrable reasons, you can 

discuss this with the tournament director.

You are also required to appear in bowling clothing at the prize-giving ceremony, if you do not comply with this, your right to ranking points will also lapse.

Taking pictures is allowed for personal use, but everyone must be well aware that not everyone present wants his photographs and/or data end up-on social media. This must be 

respected by everyone.

Consuming itself brought refreshments (food and drink) by players, trainers/coaches, counselors and parents/guardians are not allowed in the bowling alley. 

Showing a good example in the centre, all volunteers will wear neat sports or golf dress during the tournament.

As known, the tournament is also part of the Youth Euro Trophy (YET). During the tournament, an oil pattern will be deposited which obviously is good to play, but does provide a 

challenge. Easy scoring is not immediately obvious. If participants play, with adequate focus and concentration there will be a possibility to reach high scores.

The use of mobile (smart) telephones, iPod, tablets, (should be turned off) is not allowed by participants during the entire tournament in and behind the players room (space between 

the coaching room and the approach).

LANECONDITIONS

SCORE VERIFICATION

Any complaint about the correctness of the scores should be done within 15 minutes after the official announcement of the results.

Repeating paragraphs 1 and 2, prior to the start of the finals by a player, exclusion from participation in the final to be played.



PRICE AWARD - INDIVIDUAL PRICES - TROPHIES

*

*

*

*

*

CUP: Hummelink-YETJE Champion of Champions:

*

Trophy: Municipality Nieuwegein:

* The scale is for the division 8 player/star who has the greatest positive difference between his/her average and his/her bowling license average in the 1st preliminary round.

Trophy: Chandra:

* The scale is for the player/star who achieves the smallest positive difference between his/her average and his/her bowling license average in the 1st preliminary round.

DECISION MAKING

*

*

see you at our tournament se deg på vår-turnering видеть вас в нашем турнире redzēt tevi mūsu turnīrā

vous voir lors de notre tournoi se dig på vores turnering tot ziens op ons toernooi se dig i vår turnering

vi ses på vår turnering бачити вас в наших турніру chì mi thu aig ar farpais Wir sehen Sie uns auf unserem Turnier

nähdä sinut turnauksessamme sjáumst við á mótinu okkar narak fit-turnew tagħna féach leat ag ár gcomórtas

The other finalists will receive a re-entry for the next BRUNSWICK OPEN INTERNATIONAL YET TOURNAMENT.

Prize winners must be present at the ceremony.

Prizes will not be awarded prematurely, unless there is evidence that for example a flight must be achieved, or is due to unforeseen circumstances to leave the tournament.

The name of the overall champion will be placed on the YET exchange cup, and it will be given a small replica as a trophy.

Furthermore, the organization (consisting of volunteers wanting to deliver a nice tournament to youth) calls for understanding of the stated principles, which have been carefully 

prepared. In addition, we count on your cooperation (good mood) to make this tournament successful again.

We count on your cooperation as a parent, caretaker, coach, trainer or otherwise.

In all cases where these rules do not provide, the tournament referee decides. This decision is final.

In the individual classification, the top four players of all divisions of the 20th BRUNSWICK OPEN INTERNATIONAL YET TOURNAMENT are eligible for a podium place.

Let us all together ensure a fun and dignified conclusion to this tournament.

INDIVIDUAL PRICES:

powered by Valcke Group


